INFORMATION METHOD AND SYSTEM OF A USER ACCESS MODE

The present invention discloses an information method of a user access mode, and the method comprises: when attempting to hand over a User Equipment (UE) to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informs a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. The present invention further discloses an information system of a user access mode, in which an informing unit at a network side is used for a network element at the network side to inform, when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling. By using the method and system of the present invention, when the network attempts to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, the informing of a user access mode is realized to guarantee the priority of a member user of the hybrid home (e)NodeB in access and resource allocation.
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INFORMATION METHOD AND SYSTEM OF A USER ACCESS MODE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of mobile communications, and more particularly to an information method and system of a user access mode for a handset over to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A home (e)NodeB, a small-sized plug-and-play (e)NodeB deployed in a home, a company, a school and other private places as resources dedicated to private users, is capable of providing users a higher service rate, reducing the cost on using a high-rate service, and making up for the disadvantages in the coverage of an existing distributed cellular radio communication system.

[0003] A user of a home (e)NodeB is connected to a core network via a Home (e)NodeB Access Network (HeNB AN). FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network layout of a home (e)NodeB in the architecture of a Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), as shown in FIG. 1, the HeNB AN consists of a home (e)NodeB and a Home (e)NodeB Gateway (H(e)NB GW). When the home (e)NodeB and the home (e)NodeB gateway are connected with each other via an Iub interface, and the home (e)NodeB gateway and the core network are connected with each other via an Iu interface. Here, the H(e)NB GW mainly functions to validate the security of the home (e)NodeB, process the registration and de-registration of the home (e)NodeB, perform access control on the home (e)NodeB, maintain and manage the running of the home (e)NodeB, configure and control the home (e)NodeB according to requirements of an operator, and take charge of the data exchange between the core network and the home (e)NodeB. An evolved home (e)NodeB may be directly connected to the core network, needing no home eNodeB gateway. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network layout of a home eNodeB in the architecture of a Long-Term Evolution (LTE), as shown in FIG. 2, a home eNodeB and a home eNodeB gateway are connected with each other via an S1 interface, and the home eNodeB gateway and a core network are also connected with each other via the S1 interface.

[0004] The home (e)NodeB is deployed in a home, a company, a school and other private locations as resources dedicated to private users, and cells covered by the home (e)NodeB form a home (e)NodeB coverage area. A cell covered by a macro (e)NodeB is referred to as a macro cell, a cell covered by a home (e)NodeB is referred to as a home (e)NodeB cell, and each home (e)NodeB has its own home (e)NodeB identifier. Currently, there are totally three access modes available for the home (e)NodeB: an open mode, a closed mode and a hybrid mode, wherein in the open mode, a home (e)NodeB allows the access of all users, and a corresponding home (e)NodeB cell is referred to as an open home (e)NodeB cell; in the closed mode, a home (e)NodeB only allows the access of an authorized user, such as an authorized family member and a group user and the like, such authorized users form a Closed Subscriber Group (CSG), an authorized user is referred to as a member user, that is, a member use of the CSG, and correspondingly, a cell covered by a home (e)NodeB in the closed mode is referred to as a closed home (e)NodeB cell (CSG cell for short); and in the hybrid mode, a home (e)NodeB also has a CSG and allows the access of a member user as well as a nonmember user, that is, a user who does not belong to the CSG if not being authorized, wherein the member user has priority in service quality guarantee and resource allocation and can enjoy a discount in fee, and a cell covered by a home (e)NodeB in the hybrid mode is referred to as a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

[0005] A closed home (e)NodeB cell and a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell each have a Cell Global Identifier (CGI) and a Closed Subscriber Group Identifier (CSG ID), wherein the CGI is used for identifying a home (e)NodeB in a Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN). When a home (e)NodeB is powered on and registered, a home (e)NodeB gateway can obtain the CGI, the access mode and the CSG ID of a cell covered by the home (e)NodeB, and when a home eNodeB is directly connected with a core network, the core network can obtain the CGI, the access mode and the CSG ID of a cell covered by the directly-connected home eNodeB. A Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM) of a User Equipment (UE) stores an allowed CSG list of the UE, in which all the CSG IDs accessible to the UE are recorded. If the allowed CSG list is empty, that is, there is no CSG ID information in the allowed CSG list, it is indicated that the UE has subscribed no any CSG. The UE determines whether the UE is a member user of a closed home (e)NodeB cell or a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell according to the allowed CSG list information and the CSG ID information of the closed home (e)NodeB cell or the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell stored in the USIM. The core network stores the allowed CSG list information of each UE and can also determine whether the UE is a member user of a closed home (e)NodeB cell or a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell according to the allowed CSG list information of each UE and the CSG ID information of the closed home (e)NodeB cell or the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. In the UMTS, a home (e)NodeB gateway stores International Mobile Subscriber Identity number (IMSI) information of each UE, which is allowed to access a home (e)NodeB belonging to the home (e)NodeB gateway, and the home (e)NodeB identifier of each home (e)NodeB. In the LTE system, a home eNodeB gateway can also acquire allowed CSG list information of a UE from a core network, therefore, a home eNodeB gateway may also determine whether a UE is a member user of a closed home eNodeB cell or a hybrid home eNodeB cell according to the IMSI information or the allowed CSG list information of the UE as well as the CSG ID information or the home eNodeB identifier of the closed home eNodeB cell or the hybrid home eNodeB cell.

[0006] Indoor coverage is of the highest importance in the construction of a radio network system, an appropriate indoor coverage solution can, on one hand, maximize the effect of a network system to create greater value for an operator, and on the other hand, can lower the network construction cost of the operator to achieve a high return at a low cost, the home (e)NodeB is just developed to meet this demand. After the home (e)NodeB is introduced, in order to guarantee the continuity of services and meet a demand on mobility, a handset between a macro cell and a home (e)NodeB cell or a handover between home (e)NodeB cells is inevitable if the quality of a serving cell in a connected state is lowered, or there is a more appropriate neighbor home (e)NodeB cell whose signal quality meets a given condition, or a load balance is needed at a network side. As described above, the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell allows the access of both a member user and a nonmember user on a premise of guaranteeing the priority of a member...
user in service quality and resource allocation, for instance, if the load of a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell is almost saturated and there are two UEs, a member user and a nonmember user of a home (e)NodeB, desiring to be handed over to the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell while only the access of one UE is allowed, then the home (e)NodeB allows the handover of the member user to the home (e)NodeB cell and declines the handover request of the nonmember user; similarly, when the load of a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell is almost saturated, in order to guarantee the successful access of other member users, the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell can hand over the accessed nonmember user to another cell or decreases resources scheduled to the nonmember user.

[0007] In conclusion, whether the network attempts to hand over a UE from a macro cell to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell or hand over a UE from a home (e)NodeB cell in other mode to the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell must be informed of the user access mode (that is, as a member user or a nonmember user) of the UE so as to guarantee the prior access of a member user, therefore, it is necessary to inform the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell of the user access mode so that the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell can guarantee the prior access of a member user according to the user access mode. However, there has been proposed no scheme to inform of a user access mode.

SUMMARY

[0008] On this ground, it is the main object of the present invention to provide an information method and system of a user access mode which can inform of a user access mode of a UE, when a network attempts to hand over a UE to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, so as to guarantee the priority of a member user of the hybrid home (e)NodeB in access and resource allocation.

[0009] In order to achieve the object above, the technical solution of the present invention is realized as follows.

[0010] An information method of a user access mode comprises: when attempting to hand over a User Equipment (UE) to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informing a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein

[0011] the user access mode may be information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

[0012] Wherein the method may further comprise: the UE or the network element at the network side determining the user access mode of the UE.

[0013] Wherein the network element at the network side may be a network element at a source network side, a network element at a core network side, or a network element at a target network side.

[0014] Wherein the network element at the source network side may be a source eNodeB, a source radio network controller, or a source home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0015] Wherein the network element at the core network side may be a mobility management entity, a serving GPRS supporting node, or a mobile service switching center.

[0016] Wherein the network element at the target network side may be a home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0017] Wherein in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the source network side, the method may further comprise:

[0018] the network element at the source network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

[0019] the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

[0020] or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the core network side, the method may further comprise:

[0021] the network element at the core network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

[0022] the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

[0023] or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the target network side, the method may further comprise:

[0024] the network element at the target network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

[0025] the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

[0026] Wherein the user access mode may be indicated in the following way:

[0027] the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

[0028] the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

[0029] Wherein in the step that the network element at the source network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode may further comprise:

[0030] the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the target network, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation required/handover required;

[0031] the core network acquires the user access mode, encapsulates the user access mode in a relocation request/handover request and then sends the relocation request/han-
the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB;

or, the step that the network element at the core network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode may further comprise:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation request/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request; and the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB;

or, the step that the network element at the target network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode may further comprise:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation request/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request.

An information system of a user access mode comprises: an informing unit at a network side, which is used for a network element at the network side to inform, when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein

the user access mode may be information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

The system may further comprise a determination unit, which is used for the UE or the network element at the network side to determine whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell and determine the user access mode.

Wherein the informing unit may further comprise an indication module, which is used for indicating whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

the UE is indicated to be a member user or a non-member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; and

the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

In the present invention, when attempting to hand over a User Equipment (UE) to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informs a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

The present invention can inform a user access mode of a UE to enable a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell to guarantee the priority of a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in access and resource allocation according to the acquired user access mode, and therefore effectively guarantee the service priority and the resource priority of a member user when the UE attempts to be handed over to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network layout of a home NodeB in the architecture of an existing UMTS;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a network layout of a home eNodeB in the architecture of an existing LTE;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of embodiment 1 of the method of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of embodiment 2 of the method of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of embodiment 3 of the method of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of embodiment 4 of the method of the present invention; and

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of the determination of a user access mode at a user equipment side according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The fundamental idea of the present invention lies in that: when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informs a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling.

The implementation of the technical solution is described below in detail by reference to the drawings.

An information method of a user access mode comprises: when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informs a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

Here, the method further comprises: the UE or the network element at the network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell and determines a user access mode.

Here, the network element at the network side is a network element at a source network side, a network element at a core network side, or a network element at a target network side.

In the method, the network element at the source network side comprises a source eNodeB, a source radio network controller, or a source home (e)NodeB gateway.

In the method, the network element at the core network side comprises a Mobility Management Entity (MME), a Serving GPRS Supporting Node (SGSN), or a Mobile service Switching Center (MSC).

In the method, the network element at the target network side comprises a home (e)NodeB gateway.

The present invention is realized in different ways if access control is carried out by different network elements,
Case 1: access control is carried out by a network element at a source network side when it attempts to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, in this case, the method further comprises.

Step 101: the network element at the source network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines a user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in a handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling.

Step 102: after receiving the handover signaling, the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a non-member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, wherein the current related information of the home (e)NodeB comprises the current load condition and the resource utilization condition of the home (e)NodeB.

Case 2: access control is carried out by a network element at a core network side when it attempts to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, in this case, the method further comprises.

Step 111: the network element at the core network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines a user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in a handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling.

Step 112: after receiving the handover signaling, the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to the current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a non-member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, wherein the current related information of the home (e)NodeB comprises the current load condition and the resource utilization condition of the home (e)NodeB.

Case 3: access control is carried out by a network element at a target network side when it attempts to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, in this case, the method further comprises.

Step 121: the network element at the target network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines a user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in a handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling.

Step 122: after receiving the handover signaling, the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to the current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a non-member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, wherein the current related information of the home (e)NodeB comprises the current load condition and the resource utilization condition of the home (e)NodeB.

Here, the user access mode indicates whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in the following ways:

- the UE is indicated to be a member user or a non-member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier;
- the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

Here, the present invention is realized in different ways if different system architectures are adopted and different network elements informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode, below is the specific description on the realization of the present invention in different cases.

Case 1: the step that the network element at the source network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises.

Case 2: the step that the network element at the core network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises.

Case 3: the step that the network element at the target network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises.

Step 201: the core network acquires the user access mode, encapsulates the user access mode in a relocation request/handover request and sends the relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway, and the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB.

Step 202: the core network acquires the user access mode, encapsulates the user access mode in a relocation request/handover request and sends the relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway, and the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB.

Step 203: the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to a core network, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation required/handover required; and

Step 204: the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to a core network, and

Step 205: the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to a core network.
access a home (e)NodeB via a cell selection or via a handover, a network side needs to determine the access mode of a home (e)NodeB, if it determines the access mode is an open mode, the access of all users is allowed; if it determines the access mode is a closed mode, the access of a member user is allowed; if it determines the access mode is a hybrid mode and resources of the home (e)NodeB are sufficient to guarantee the service quality and resource demands for all the accessed users, the access of all the users is allowed; and if it determines the access mode is a hybrid mode and the home (e)NodeB is already loaded, the access of a member user is allowed and the access of a nonmember user is declined, or the access of all users is allowed on a premise of guaranteeing the priority of a member user in resource allocation, that is, the service quality for a nonmember user is not guaranteed, this process is called as an access control process.

[0087] Taking a typical handover from a macro cell to a home (e)NodeB cell as an example, access control may be carried out on different network nodes during a handover process, below is detailed description on the access control:

[0088] 1. the access control is carried out at a handover source network side, that is, a source eNodeB, a source radio network controller or a source home (e)NodeB gateway acquires the access mode, the CSG ID and other information of a target home (e)NodeB cell and the allowed CSG list information of a UE, carries out access control according to the acquired information, and determines whether or not the access of the UE to the target home (e)NodeB cell is allowed.

[0089] 2. the access control is carried out at a core network side, that is, an MME, an SGSN or an MSC carries out the access control according to the stored allowed CSG list, and the acquired access mode, CSG ID and other information of a target home (e)NodeB cell, and determines whether or not the access of the UE to the target home (e)NodeB cell is allowed.

[0090] 3. the access control is carried out at a handover target network side, that is, in the case that a target home (e)NodeB is connected to a core network via a home (e)NodeB gateway, the target home (e)NodeB gateway carries out access control according to the access mode, the CSG ID, the H(e)NB ID and other information of the target home node cell and the IMSI of the UE or the acquired allowed CSG list of the UE, and determines whether or not the access of the UE to the target home (e)NodeB cell is allowed.

[0091] The present invention is described below in detail by reference to specific examples.

[0092] Method embodiment 1: access control is carried out by a network element at a source network side.

[0093] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of the informing of a user access mode when access control is carried out at a source network side during a handover to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, the source network side herein refers to a source eNodeB'source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway. This embodiment is applicable to the handover from a macro cell to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in an LTE system, where access control is carried out by a source eNodeB. This embodiment is also applicable to the handover from a macro eNodeB to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in a UMTS system, where access control is carried out by a source eNodeB. This embodiment is also applicable to the handover from a home (e)NodeB to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in an LTE system, where access control is carried out by a source eNodeB. This embodiment is also applicable to the handover from a home (e)NodeB to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in a UMTS system, or the handover from a home (e)NodeB to a core network via a home (e)NodeB gateway to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in an LTE system, where access control is carried out by a source home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0094] In order to make this embodiment more typical, it is assumed in FIG. 3 that a target home eNodeB is connected to a core network via a home eNodeB gateway when this embodiment is applied to an LTE system, and the method comprises the following steps.

[0095] Step 300: a source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway acquires an access mode and a CSG ID of a target home (e)NodeB cell and an allowed CSG list of a UE, and carries out access control according to the acquired information, that is, allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is an open mode, or allows the access of a member user if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a closed mode; or allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a hybrid mode. In this embodiment, the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway further determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the home (e)NodeB cell as the target home (e)NodeB is in a hybrid mode.

[0096] Step 301: the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network according to the determination result of step 300, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation required/handover required.

[0097] Here, the relocation required, which is applicable to a UMTS system, is sent to the core network via the source radio network controller or the source home NodeB gateway; and the handover required, which is applicable to an LTE system, is sent to the core network via the source eNodeB or the source home eNodeB gateway. The user access mode of the UE, that is, the information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the relocation required/handover required if the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a hybrid mode. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation required/handover required.

[0098] Step 302: after receiving the relocation required/handover required, the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request.

[0099] Here, the relocation request is applicable to a UMTS system, and the handover request is applicable to an LTE system. In the LTE system, if a home eNodeB is directly connected with a core network, the core network directly sends a handover request to the target home eNodeB, this operation is also applicable to other embodiments. The user access mode information informed by the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway in step 301, that is, the information on whether the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the relocation request or handover request. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may
be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation request/handover request.

[0100] It should be noted here that in order to make this embodiment more typical, it is assumed in this embodiment that the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway and the target home (e)NodeB/target home (e)NodeB gateway belong to the same core network. If the source NodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway and the target home (e)NodeB/target home (e)NodeB gateway belong to different core networks, this message is first sent to the target core network connected to the target home (e)NodeB gateway and then sent to the target home (e)NodeB gateway via the target core network. The aforementioned assumption is also applicable to other embodiments of this method.

[0101] Step 303: after receiving the relocation request/handover request from the core network, the target home (e)NodeB gateway sends the relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request.

[0102] Here, the user access mode information informed by the core network in step 302, that is, the information on whether the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the relocation request or handover request. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation request/handover request.

[0103] Step 304: after receiving the relocation request/handover request, the target home (e)NodeB determines the user access mode of the UE; if the UE is a member user, it allows the access of the UE; if the UE is a nonmember user, it makes a determination on whether to allow the access of the UE according to the current load condition and the resource utilization condition of the home (e)NodeB. In the case that the access of the UE is allowed, the target home (e)NodeB distributes radio resources for the UE and sends a relocation request acknowledgment or a handover request acknowledgment to the target home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0104] Here, the relocation request acknowledgment is applicable to a UMTS system, and the handover request acknowledgment is applicable to an LTE system. When the access of the UE is not allowed, the specific operations of the target home (e)NodeB can be understood by reference to the detailed description given in prior art, this embodiment is only given to make a brief description on the subsequent flows of the handover in the case that the access of the UE is allowed, and the processing described in this embodiment is also applicable to other embodiments.

[0105] Step 305: after receiving the relocation request acknowledgment/handover request acknowledgment, the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request acknowledge/handover request acknowledge to the core network.

[0106] Step 306: after receiving the relocation request acknowledge/handover request acknowledge, the core network sends a relocation command/handover command to the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0107] Here, the relocation command is applicable to a UMTS system, and the handover command is applicable to an LTE system.

[0108] Method embodiment 2: access control is carried out by a network element at a core network side.

[0109] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of the informing of a user access mode when access control is carried out by a core network during a handover to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, the core network herein refers to an MME/SGSN/MSC. This embodiment is applicable to the handover from a macro cell or home NodeB cell to a hybrid home NodeB cell in a UMTS system, where access control is carried out by an SGSN/MSC. This embodiment is also applicable to the handover from a macro NodeB or home eNodeB cell to a hybrid home eNodeB cell in an LTE system, where access control is carried out by an MME.

[0110] In order to make this embodiment more typical, it is assumed in FIG. 4 that a target home eNodeB cell is connected to a core network via a home eNodeB gateway when this embodiment is applied to an LTE system, and the method comprises the following steps.

[0111] Step 400: the source eNodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network.

[0112] Here, the relocation required is applicable to a UMTS system, and the handover required is applicable to an LTE system. The source eNodeB sends the handover required to the core network when an LTE macro cell attempts to hand over a UE to the hybrid home eNodeB cell. The core network sends the relocation required to the core network when a UMTS macro cell attempts to hand over a UE to the hybrid home NodeB cell. The source home (e)NodeB gateway sends the relocation required or handover required to the core network when a UMTS home NodeB or a home eNodeB in an LTE that is connected to the core network via a home (e)NodeB gateway attempts to hand over a UE to the hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. The source home eNodeB sends the handover required to the core network when a home eNodeB in an LTE that is directly connected to the core network attempts to hand over a UE to the hybrid home eNodeB cell.

[0113] Step 401: after receiving the relocation required or handover required, the core network determines the target cell is a home (e)NodeB cell, acquires the access mode and the CSG ID of the target home (e)NodeB cell, and carries out access control according to the acquired information in combination with the allowed CSG list of the UE stored in the core network, that is, allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is an open mode; or allows the access of a member user if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a closed mode; or allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a hybrid mode. In this embodiment, the core network further determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the home (e)NodeB cell as the target home (e)NodeB is in a hybrid mode.
[0114] Step 402: the core network sends a relocation request or handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway according to the determination result of step 401, if the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a hybrid mode, then the user access mode, that is, the information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the relocation request or handover request. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation request/handover request.

[0115] Step 403: after receiving the relocation request or handover request from the core network, the target home (e)NodeB gateway sends the target home (e)NodeB the relocation request or handover request including the user access mode informed by the core network in step 401, that is, the information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation request/handover request.

[0116] Steps 404-406: the same steps as those described in the steps 304-306 of embodiment 1.

[0117] Method embodiment 3: access control is carried out by a network element at a target network side.

[0118] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a realization flow of the informing of a user access mode when access control is carried out by a target home (e)NodeB gateway during a handover to a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. This embodiment is applicable to the handover from a macro cell or home NodeB cell to a hybrid home NodeB cell in a UMTS system, and is also applicable to the handover from the macro eNodeB or home eNodeB cell to a hybrid home eNodeB cell in an LTE system. The method comprises the following steps.

[0119] Step 500: the source eNodeB or the source radio network controller or the source home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation required or handover required to the core network.

[0120] Step 501: after receiving the relocation required or the handover required, the core network sends a relocation request or handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0121] Step 502: after receiving the relocation request or the handover request, the target home NodeB gateway carries out access control according to the IMSI of the UE and the access mode and the HNB ID of the target home NodeB in a UMTS, or the target home eNodeB gateway carries out access control according to the acquired allowed CSG list of the UE and the acquired access mode and CSG ID of the target home eNodeB in an LTE system, that is, allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is an open mode, or allows the access of a member user if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a closed mode; or allows the access of all users if the access mode of the target home (e)NodeB cell is a hybrid mode. In this embodiment, the home (e)NodeB gateway further determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the home (e)NodeB cell as the target home (e)NodeB cell in a hybrid mode.

[0122] Step 503: the home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation request or handover request to the target home (e)NodeB according to the determination result of step 502, if the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a hybrid mode, the user access mode, that is, the information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the relocation request or handover request. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier. If the target home (e)NodeB cell is in a closed mode or an open mode, the aforementioned information is not included in the relocation request/handover request.

[0123] Steps 504-506: the same steps as steps 304-306 described in embodiment 1.

[0124] Method embodiment 4: the source home (e)NodeB and the target home (e)NodeB are connected via a same home (e)NodeB gateway.

[0125] In embodiments 1 and 3 above, if the source home (e)NodeB and the target home (e)NodeB are connected via the same home (e)NodeB gateway, then as shown in FIG. 6, no message is forwarded by the core network, and the method comprises the following steps.

[0126] Step 600: the source home (e)NodeB sends a relocation required or handover required to a home (e)NodeB gateway;

[0127] Steps 601 and 602: the same steps as steps 502 and 503 described in embodiment 3;

[0128] Step 603: the same step as step 304 described in embodiment 1; and

[0129] Step 604: after receiving the relocation request acknowledge or the handover request acknowledge, the home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation command or handover command to the source home (e)NodeB.

[0130] In all the aforementioned method embodiments, if the UE has acquired the access mode and the CSG ID of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell before handover and has made a determination on whether the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell according to the acquired information in combination with the allowed CSG list stored in the USIM of the UE, then the source network side, the core network and the target network side may directly send the UE-reported determination result to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, without making a determination on whether the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, this process is applicable to the handover from a macro cell or a home (e)NodeB cell to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell in a UMTS or an LTE. FIG. 7 shows an example of a flow of access control, however, the access control may also be carried out at the source network side, the core network side or the target network side through the following specific steps.

[0131] Step 701: the UE acquires the access mode and the CSG ID of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell according to the acquired information in
combination with the allowed CSG list stored in a USIM, and sends a measurement report to the source NodeB/source radio network controller/source home (e)NodeB, wherein an user access mode, that is, information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, is included in the measurement report. In the specific implementation process, the user access mode may be indicated in the following way: the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user by respective explicit identifier, or the UE is indicated to be a member user by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user by the absence of an explicit identifier; and

[0132] Steps 702-707: the same steps as steps 301-306 described in embodiment 1.

[0133] An information system of a user access mode comprises: an informing unit at the network side, which is used for a network element at the network side to inform, when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

[0134] Here, the system further comprises a determination unit, which is used for the UE or the network element at the network side to determine whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell and determine the user access mode.

[0135] Here, the informing unit further comprises an indication module which is used for indicating whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell. There are two specific indication methods adopted by the indication module: 1. the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; and 2. the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

[0136] It should be noted here that the aforementioned home (e)NodeB in a UMTS is represented by Home (e)NodeB (H(e)NB for short), the aforementioned home (e)NodeB gateway in a UMTS is represented by Home NodeB Gateway (HNB GW for short), and an evolved home NodeB, that is, the aforementioned home (e)NodeB in an LTE system is represented by Home E-UTRAN NodeB (HeNB for short).

[0137] Here, the aforementioned HNB and HeNB may be totally referred to as H(e)NB, in this case, a home (e)NodeB cell may be represented by H(e)NB cell; a home (e)NodeB identifier may be represented by H(e)NB ID; an open home (e)NodeB cell may be represented by open H(e)NB cell; a closed home (e)NodeB cell may be represented by closed CSG cell (CSG cell for short); and a hybrid home (e)NodeB cell may be represented by hybrid H(e)NB cell.

[0138] A source eNodeB is represented by E-UTRAN NodeB (eNB for short); a source radio network controller is represented by Radio Network Controller (RNC for short); a relocation required is represented by Relocation Required; a handover required is represented by Handover Required; a relocation request is represented by Relocation Request; a handover request is represented by Handover Request; a relocation request acknowledge is represented by Relocation Request Acknowledge; a handover request acknowledge is represented by Handover Request Acknowledge; a relocation command is represented by Relocation Command; and a handover command is represented by Handover Command.

[0139] The mentioned above are only preferred embodiments of the present invention but not limitation to the protection scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. An information method of a user access mode, comprising: when attempting to hand over a User Equipment (UE) to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a network element at a network side informing a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: the UE or the network element at the network side determining the user access mode.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the network element at the network side is a network element at a source network side, a network element at a core network side, or a network element at a target network side.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the network element at the source network side is a source eNodeB, a source radio network controller, or a source home (e)NodeB gateway.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the network element at the core network side is a mobility management entity, a serving GPRS supporting node, or a mobile service switching center.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein the network element at the target network side is a home (e)NodeB gateway.

7. The method according to claim 3, wherein in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the source network side, the method further comprises: the network element at the source network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selects access to the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the core network side, the method further comprises: the network element at the core network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target
hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the target network side, the method further comprises:

the network element at the target network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the user access mode is indicated in the following way:

the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the step that the network element at the source network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation required/handover required; and

the core network acquires the user access mode, encapsulates the user access mode in a relocation request/handover request and then sends the relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB;

or, the step that the network element at the core network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB; or,

the network element at the source network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB; wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request.

10. An information system user access mode, comprising:

an informing unit at a network side, which is used for a network element at the network side to inform, when attempting to hand over a UE to a target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, a target hybrid home (e)NodeB of a current user access mode of the UE via a handover signaling, wherein the user access mode is information on whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

11. The system according to claim 10, further comprising a determination unit, which is used for the UE or the network element at the network side to determine whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell and determine the user access mode.

12. The method according to claim 10, wherein the informing unit further comprises an indication module, which is used for indicating whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, wherein the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

13. The method according to claim 2, wherein the network element at the network side is a network element at a source network side, a network element at a core network side, or a network element at a target network side.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the network element at the source network side is a source eNodeB, a source radio network controller, or a source home (e)NodeB gateway.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein the network element at the core network side is a mobility management entity, a serving GPRS supporting node, or a mobile service switching center.

16. The method according to claim 13, wherein the network element at the target network side is a home (e)NodeB gateway.

17. The method according to claim 13, wherein in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the source network side, the method further comprises:

the network element at the source network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the
access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell; or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the core network side, the method further comprises:

the network element at the core network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell;

or, in the case that access control is carried out by the network element at the target network side, the method further comprises:

the network element at the target network side determines whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, determines the user access mode, and encapsulates the user access mode in the handover signaling and informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode in the handover signaling; and

the target hybrid home (e)NodeB acquires the user access mode, allows the access of the UE if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, or selectively allows the access of the UE according to current related information of the home (e)NodeB if the user access mode indicates that the UE is a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein the user access mode is indicated in the following way:

the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

19. The method according to claim 17, wherein the step that the network element at the source network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation required/handover required;

the core network acquires the user access mode, encapsulates the user access mode in a relocation request/handover request and then sends the relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB;

or, the step that the network element at the core network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway forwards the relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB;

or, the step that the network element at the target network side informs the target hybrid home (e)NodeB of the user access mode further comprises:

the network element at the source network side sends a relocation required/handover required to the core network;

the core network sends a relocation request/handover request to the target home (e)NodeB gateway; and

the target home (e)NodeB gateway sends a relocation request/handover request to the target hybrid home (e)NodeB, wherein the user access mode is encapsulated in the relocation request/handover request.

20. The method according to claim 11, wherein the informing unit further comprises an indication module, which is used for indicating whether or not the UE is a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell, wherein

the UE is indicated to be a member user or a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by respective explicit identifier; or

the UE is indicated to be a member user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by an explicit identifier, and the UE is indicated to be a nonmember user of the target hybrid home (e)NodeB cell by the absence of an explicit identifier.

* * * * *